Beyond perturbation theory the number of gauge copies drastically increases due to the Gribov-Singer ambiguity. Any way of treating them defines, in principle, a new, non-perturbative gauge, and the gauge-dependent correlation functions can vary between them. Herein various such gauges will be constructed as completions of the Landau gauge inside the first Gribov region. The dependence of the propagators and the running coupling on these gauges will be studied for SU(2) Yang-Mills theory in two, three, and four dimensions using lattice gauge theory, and for a wide range of lattice parameters. While the gluon propagator is rather insensitive to the choice, the ghost propagator and the running coupling show a stronger dependence. It is also found that the influence of lattice artifacts is larger than in minimal Landau gauge.
Introduction
Gauge-dependent correlation functions have proven a valuable tool in constructing gauge-invariant physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, as their name implies, they depend on the chosen gauge. Already in perturbation theory, this dependence is qualitative, and can be even more so beyond perturbation theory. Hence, as long as gauge-dependent quantities are combined or compared it is necessary to do so in the same gauge.
This appears trivial at first, and indeed is so in perturbation theory [9] . Beyond perturbation theory, this is no longer the case. Due to the GribovSinger ambiguity [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , gauges can no longer be specified only by the same conditions as in perturbation theory, and supplemental conditions are required. The reason is that beyond perturbation theory, which is essentially a small field expansion, gauge copies differing by non-infinitesimal gauge transformations exist. Thus, after fixing a perturbative gauge condition, usually many more gauge copies remain, the so-called Gribov copies [10] , forming the residual gauge orbit [4] .
This necessitates to somehow specify how to treat these additional copies. This problem differs for every perturbative gauge condition, and so far no fully general and practical prescription is known. Hence, in the following only the case emerging from the perturbative Landau gauge will be considered.
Thus, after fixing the perturbative Landau gauge, there remains a set of Gribov copies. It needs to be specified how to treat them. Just like in the case of perturbation theory [15] , any such treatment is essentially a prescription on how to average correlation functions over the residual gauge orbit. The weight can be anything from an average over the full or residual gauge orbit [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , a subset of the residual gauge orbit [4, 30] or a δ-function-like weight to select a single representative for each gauge orbit [4] [5] [6] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . The latter is the choice most similar to the perturbative Landau gauge [15] .
Of course, the question remains, whether this is indeed necessary, and whether there are differences for the gauge-dependent correlation functions between the different choices. Furthermore, constructing explicit weights is non-trivial in the continuum [4, 20, 25, 26] , while on a lattice an explicit average can be performed [4, [22] [23] [24] . Thus, to compare continuum and lattice results requires to understand the relation between the lattice version of a gauge and the continuum version of a gauge.
Hence, in the following a particular subclass of gauges which average over part of the residual gauge orbit, the so-called first Gribov region, will be considered. The precise choices studied here will be presented in section 3. The elementary propagators, the gluon and ghost propagator, as well as the running coupling, being gauge-dependent [50] , in the miniMOM scheme [51] will be determined for these gauges. Their dependence on the gauge choices will then be analyzed in sections 4, 5, and 6. This will be done in two, three, and four dimensions and for a range of lattice parameters, as these objects tend to be rather sensitive to lattice artifacts [4] . The technical details of the lattice simulations can be found in section 2 and appendix A.
Note that the calculation of the propagators in these diverse gauges is very expensive. Thus, even though this is the first systematic investigation of a large class of gauges simultaneously, it cannot be considered to be a final answer, especially in four dimensions. This is highlighted by the study of lattice artifacts in section 7. Still, the results are quite intriguing, and should motivate further investigations, once substantially more computational resources for this purpose become available. This is summarized in section 8.
Some preliminary results can be found in [4, 30, 40, 52, 53] , and the following relies heavily on results published in [54] .
Technical setup
In the following the standard SU(2) Wilson action is employed. The simulations are performed for d = 2, 3, 4 on symmetric lattices of size N d for bare gauge couplings β, using a mixture of overrelaxation and heat-bath sweeps [55] . The lattice spacing is set by assigning the string tension a value of (440 MeV) 2 , as described in [41, 55, 56] . The sets of lattice parameters can be found in appendix A in table 1 .
To obtain Gribov copies, every decorrelated configuration is gauge-fixed to a gauge copy which satisfies the perturbative Landau gauge condition and in addition is inside the first Gribov region, i. e. having a positivesemidefinite spectrum of the Faddeev-Popov operator
This is done using an adaptive stochastic overrelaxation algorithm [55] . This gauge-fixing is repeated for every configuration a number of times listed in table 1 in appendix A, initialized each time with a random seed [31] . It is assumed that this algorithm finds every Gribov copy inside the first Gribov region with the same probability. Though there are no indications to the contrary, there is neither for this algorithm, nor for any unbiased 1 other algorithms [64] , yet a proof available demonstrating that this assumption is valid. Note that every gauge orbit has at least one gauge copy satisfying these conditions in principle [14] and actually usually much more than one in practice [54] . Thus, the algorithm is guaranteed to succeed.
For every Gribov copy the color-averaged and, for the gluon, space-timeindex averaged gluon propagator D and ghost propagator D G are calculated, using the methods described in [55] . Since here only the low-momentum behavior will turn out to be interesting, all propagators are only calculated along edge momenta, i. e. parallel to one of the lattice axises, with only one non-vanishing component. These show the least sensitivity at low momenta to lattice artifacts [56] .
There is, of course, a probability that the same Gribov copy is found more than once. Based on the results in [54] , two Gribov copies will be considered distinct if they have numerically different values for the two quantities
where in the first line U are the link variables, N c = 2 is the number of colors, and A a µ are the gauge fields. Note that in the actual lattice calculation the sum over the traces of U µ is used to define F . The negative O(a 2 ) correction is needed to remove the lattice correction to get the continuum expression. In the second line (2) G = p 2 D G is the ghost dressing function. For the lattice calculations, it was determined as described in [55] . The p(i) 2 min are the lowest, non-zero momenta along a coordinate axis i on a given lattice. The actual value of this momentum is listed in table 1 for every lattice setting.Z 3 is the ghost renormalization constant, which is usually determined at µ = 2 GeV, but is fixed for every set of lattice parameters. At this momenta it will be found that the effect of selecting different gauges becomes negligible compared to the statistical error. A detailed motivation why this is a necessary, but probably not sufficient, criterion for the distinction of Gribov copies can be found in [54] .
Note that the number of actual distinct Gribov copies found in this way can potentially differ between different gauge orbits. This distribution is rather peaked, with a width decreasing quickly with physical volume, especially in dimensions larger than two [54] . This slight mismatch of the number of Gribov copies found can thus be considered an additional finitevolume artifact. The dependence of the results on the number of sampled distinct Gribov copies in sections 4-6 show no strong dependence towards the edge of the search space on this problem, and it is therefore a minor effect. Of course, averages over Gribov copies will still incorporate the difference in number.
Definition of gauges
In the sections 4-6 the correlation functions will be determined for a set of different gauges, which are defined in the following.
Minimal Landau gauge
The first is the minimal Landau gauge, which is the one used in most (lattice) calculations. It is based on the random choice of a Gribov copy [4] . This should be equivalent to an average with flat weight over the first Gribov region, if no bias exists [4, 30, 65] . Both cases will be compared here, and indeed they agree. This supports the assumption that there is no bias build into the algorithm used to search for Gribov copies, though this is at best circumstantial evidence.
This gauge therefore probes the average structure of the first Gribov region. In terms of the coordinates F and b, this will be dominated by the most populated area of the first Gribov region. Since the Gribov region shows a broad, but at larger volumes singly-peaked, structure in the interior in terms of the two coordinates [54] , this will generate also average values for the gauge-fixed correlation functions. Since in the following often ratios of the results in minimal Landau gauge and in other gauges will be computed, results in minimal Landau gauge will be denoted by a subscript "m".
Absolute and inverse Landau gauge
The second is the so-called absolute Landau gauge [4] , based 2 on the absolute minimum of (1), see e. g. [5, 6, 20, 23, 24, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . An interesting alternative to it will be as the third option the inverse Landau gauge, which attempts to maximize (1) among all possible minima [40, 43] . It therefore searches for the shallowest possible minimum, which is not necessarily unique. Note that it needs to be a minimum to stay within the first Gribov region, as the Hessian of (1) is just the Faddeev-Popov operator. There is no known particular structure associated with this condition, but it is a possible definition of a gauge. In both cases, if multiple minima fulfill the condition an average over them will be performed.
Of course, any such extremalization can be approximative at best, as any available gauge-fixing algorithm cannot guarantee to find all, and thus also the global, extrema. In the present case, this will be performed by choosing the most extreme copy among the ones generated, the so-called multi-restart approach [31, 68, 69] . For alternative ways to fix to this gauge see [23, 24, 35, 36, 41, 43, 43, 57, 57, 58, 61] .
Extreme Landau-b gauges
In analogy, the so-called maximal and minimal Landau-b gauges will be constructed by extremalizing (2) [4, 32, 40] . Again, they will be created by choosing the extreme Gribov copies within the generated set, but this time with respect to the coordinate b. Note that these gauges should, in the continuum and infinite-volume limit, coincide with gauges which extremalize the lowest eigenvalue of the Faddeev-Popov operator [45] , as then b appears to be essentially determined by this lowest eigenvalue [70] . On small volumes this is not the case [71] .
Weighted gauges
Due to the trapezoidal shape of the first Gribov region in the coordinates F and b [54] and the general convexity [47] , the four extremal gauges defined above will probe particular boundaries along the coordinate axes.
Though these extreme constructions are interesting concerning the boundaries of the first Gribov region, the so-called Gribov horizon, they require in the present definition to select Gribov copies essentially by hand 3 . Though in a numerical lattice calculation this is straightforward [54] , this is far from trivial in continuum approaches [4] . There are some investigations which suggest that it may be possible to approximate some of the boundaries in the continuum by the inclusion of auxiliary fields [6, 47, 72] or boundary conditions [4, 20] . However, a proven construction without approximations would be desirable.
Since Gribov copies are nothing but ordinary gauge copies, one possibility which suggests itself is to extend the concept of covariant gauges in perturbation theory [15] and average over Gribov copies [16, 73] , with some suitable weight function [4, 18, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
To test this idea, this will be done here with the weight function
which is inserted in addition to the usual Landau-gauge term into the path integral. The functional Θ-function ensures to be within the first Gribov region. It is interpreted as a product of ordinary θ-functions for all eigenvalues of the Faddeev-Popov operator as its argument. It is also required to satisfy Θ(0) = 1, to count Gribov copies on the boundary with the same weight as those in the interior 4 . The parameters ξ and ζ act as additional gaugeparameters. N is a, potentially orbit-dependent, normalization to count Gribov copies. This constant is necessary to ensure that gauge-invariant observables remain so, since then
holds. If the number of Gribov copies inside the first Gribov region is orbitindependent, or at least differs only be a measure-zero amount, the normalization constant in this expression drops out. Whether this is the case is not clear, as counting the Gribov copies is highly non-trivial, due to their large number [52, 54, 74] . At any rate, in a numerical simulation including only a finite, and potentially varying, number of Gribov copies, as the present one, the number of copies will in general differ [54] . Therefore the explicit 3 In case more than one Gribov copy satisfies the criteria, the first one generated will be picked, thus generating, as in the minimal Landau gauge case, a flat average over all such Gribov copies. As noted in [54] , this happens much more likely for gauges selected with respect to F than for b. Requiring both F and b to be different leads for the present lattice setups only at the sub-per-mill level to this problem. 4 In [6, 47, 72] , the approximation was to replace this θ-functions by δ-functions, to restrict to Gribov copies on the Gribov horizon. This ignores the possibility that gauge orbits could intersect the Gribov horizons multiple times, including the possibility of different numbers of intersections per gauge orbit.
inclusion of the normalization is necessary [52] . On the lattice, (3) takes the form, up to a rescaling of the gauge parameter 5 ,
The θ-function is implemented by the fact that the gauge-fixing algorithm only yields gauge copies inside the first Gribov region, by construction [64] . On every found Gribov copy the values for b and F are then calculated according to (1) and (2) for each Gribov copy. The normalization constant, where needed, could then be calculated explicitly by summing w over all Gribov copies and setting N to become one. This yields, for any value of ξ and ζ, the weight factor. For the propagators, as described next, this is not explicitly necessary.
To perform the averages for the propagators as a function of ζ and ξ, the propagators will be calculated for every distinct Gribov copy. The results for any of the propagators D will then be averaged with the weight (4) for every gauge orbit, normalized by (4),
where the Latin indices count the Gribov copies and Greek indices count orbits, and indicate that the quantity is evaluated on the corresponding orbit and Gribov copy. This construction has a number of relations to the extreme gauges discussed before. Sending ξ and ζ to ±∞ recreates the extreme gauges [4, 22-24, 26, 30, 53] . Furthermore, the minimal Landau gauge corresponds to ξ = ζ = 0 [4, 30, 65] , and thus represents also a fixed point of this class of gauges, similar to the Landau gauge in perturbation theory [15] . This statement will be checked in sections 4-6, and seems to be fulfilled within the numerical accuracy.
Finally, it has been conjectured [4] that because the ghost term is a surface term [75] , this gauge condition should translate into a boundary condition for functional equations [4, 20, 30, 40] . This would allow a simple implementation of such gauges in functional equations. A similar simple translation is not known for the second part of the gauge-fixing term [20, 41] .
This class of gauges samples the first Gribov region in the F -b plane with different emphasis. They should therefore provide a good idea of the variability of the propagators and running coupling inside the first Gribov region. For simplicity, in the following always either ξ or ζ will be set to zero. As the dependence on ζ will be found to be quite weak, this appears a reasonable restriction. 
The gluon propagator
The gluon propagator is shown in the extreme gauges and the averaged gauges in figures 1-3 for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. In all cases the result for the largest volume are shown, given that the volumedependence is the dominating lattice artifact for the gluon propagator [4, [76] [77] [78] .
Note that due to exceptional configurations [54, 55, 71 ] the values of ξ are 
Ratios of B-weighted gluon propagators somewhat limited, as even long double precision is otherwise not enough to cope with the large numbers arising from the exponentiation. This problem does not arise for ζ, as here no exceptional behavior is observed, and the values of F are anyway much more limited than b. While the deviations at the largest accessible values of ξ to the extreme gauges for the gluon propagator, and for the lowest momentum for the ghost propagator are small, this leads to deviations for the ghost at momenta slightly larger than the minimal one, and thus also for the running coupling. This will be seen in sections 5 and 6. This is the only deviation from the expected behavior for ζ → ±∞ and ξ → ±∞ as well as ξ = ζ = 0. This will therefore not be further discussed here.
The results in figures 1-3 show almost no statistically significant deviations between the different gauges. The very few points were they occur are at small momenta, but the onset momentum increases the higher the dimensionality. Still, even when ignoring statistical effects, the deviations are at most at the level of a few percent. Thus, also in the additional gauges the effects are not stronger as to what has been seen in the comparison between minimal Landau gauge and absolute Landau gauge [31, 35-38, 41, 42] or other extreme gauges [43, 45] before. This is also visible when considering the value of the gluon propagator at zero momentum. This value is shown as a function of volume for the extreme gauges normalized to the minimal Landau gauge value in figure 4. While the deviations are statistically significant, they are small. However, there is a difference in the volume dependence between two and higher dimensions. In two dimensions at small volumes there is no difference, which is mainly due to the fact that essentially no Gribov copies are found [54] . Going to larger volumes, an ever-increasing deviation starts to appear. In higher dimensions, where there are already Gribov copies found in small volumes, an effect is already seen at small volumes. But at larger volumes the effect seems to saturate. It may even decrease, but this trend is not (yet?) statistically significant.
Interestingly, at small volumes the max b and the absolute Landau gauge give the same effect, as do the min b and the inverse Landau gauge. But at intermediate volumes the behavior of the two gauges based on F cross, and in the end the behavior expected from the distribution of Gribov copies in the first Gribov region [54] emerges: The max b and the inverse Landau gauge are similar, and so is the absolute Landau gauge and the min b gauges. Still, the gauges triggering in b yield a wider variation than those based on F . The reason for this is that a condition based on (1) is sensitive to the integrated weight of the gluon propagator [41] . Because of the integral weight, small changes at mid momentum are as efficient as large changes at small momenta. Therefore, when studying small volumes, and therefore primarily large momenta, different modifications of the gluon propagator help to fulfill a condition on (2) than on larger volumes.
Also shown in figure 4 are the ratios for the effective infrared exponent t [79, 80] . This exponent is determined in a fixed volume by fitting the low-momentum behavior of the dressing function to a power-law p 2t [79] . In practice, this was done by discarding the two lowest non-vanishing mo- mentum points, to avoid a too large contamination by finite-volume effects. Then the next five highest points in momentum were used to fit a powerlaw and finally yielding the exponent [80] . This effective exponent is then a volume-dependent function. In two dimensions, there is essentially no statistical relevant distinction of the infrared exponents. In three and four dimensions, this is different, and the differences seem to be large. However, the actual size should not be taken too important. At the available volumes, the exponents are still small [56] . Therefore small variations do already create sizable factors. Still, the deviations from the minimal Landau gauge are statistically significant, especially in four dimensions. Therefore the behavior is influenced. The net effect is, as seen from figures 1-3, nonetheless small. As noted above, only a small subset of Gribov copies are found. The investigations of the properties of the first Gribov region in [54] have shown that not all quantities reach their limiting value as a function of the number of Gribov copies with the subset included here. Since the gluon propagator is most affected in the far infrared and for extreme gauges, the quantity to estimate the effect is the ratio of the gluon propagator at zero momentum to the minimal Landau gauge version.
The result is shown in figure 5 . It is seen that the dependence is rather mild after some initial 10-20 Gribov copies. An extrapolation has been performed assuming a dependence
where a is in this case the gluon propagator at zero momentum, and N is the number of Gribov copies included. To obtain a reasonable result, the constant a 0 is determined as an average over the fits from two adjacent values for the Gribov copies over the 30 (in two dimensions: 10) largest numbers of Gribov copies. In figure 5 the largest and smallest value among the four extreme gauges is also plotted. As is seen, the difference remains at a few percent level, and is consistent within statistical errors already after about 10 included Gribov copies. In figures 1-3 the same extrapolation is done at every momentum value for the extreme gauges, and also displayed. Again, no substantial effect is seen. Thus, in total, the dependence of the gluon propagator on the selection of Gribov copies is small, at the few percent level, and even that only at momenta smaller than 200-300 MeV at most.
It is also useful to consider the Schwinger function, i. e. the position space gluon propagator
as well. This quantity is very sensitive even to small changes in the propagator [4, 81] . Therefore, potentially even small changes may affect it. As it plays an important role to identify the analytic structure of the gluon propagator [4, 56, 81] , any such changes would be important.
The results are shown in figure 6 . While there appears some systematic deviations between the different extreme gauges, the effect is never beyond statistical doubt. In particular, the characteristic zero crossing [4, 56, 81, 82] remains at the same time. Thus, also the Schwinger function is not significantly affected by the choice of Gribov copies. Extreme Schwinger functions Figure 6 : The Schwinger function for the extreme gauges for the largest physical volumes at the finest available lattice spacings, with top, middle, and bottom panels being for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. The symbols have the same meaning as in figures 1-3.
The ghost propagator
Already earlier results demonstrate that the ghost propagator will be substantially stronger affected by the choice of gauge than the gluon propagator [4, 30, 31, 35, 37, 40, 41, 45, 52, 53] . And indeed, this is what will be confirmed in the following. Furthermore, the already substantial lattice artifacts due to finite volumes for the ghost propagator [4, 56, 70, 77, 78] are enhanced in gauges other than the minimal Landau gauge, as will be discussed in detail in section 7. However, discretization artifacts seem to have the opposite effect as finite-volume artifacts, thereby leading partly to a cancellation. As a compromise, in the following the lowest non-zero momentum point will be dropped from the plots. Note that this had not yet been recognized in the preliminary results presented in [4, 30, 40, 52, 53] , though the effects there were still smaller as only smaller volumes were then available.
Even starting at such a larger momentum, much stronger effects are observed than for the gluon propagator. This is directly seen from the dressing function shown in figures 7-9. Beyond any statistical doubt in three and four dimensions, and almost so in two dimensions, the ghost propagator starts to differ in the different gauges at momenta below 300 MeV, 600 MeV, and even 1.2 GeV in two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. The differences are large, even factors of more than two are reached. However, this large effects only occurs for the Landau-b gauges, while there is still (almost) no change for the gauges weighted by F .
To study the volume-dependence, see also section 7, the ratio of the ghost propagator to the one in minimal Landau gauge at the second-lowest momentum is shown in figure 10 . The effective infrared exponent κ of the ghost, which is again defined and obtained as in [79, 80] , is also shown. Both quantities show quite interesting behaviors.
Consider first the ratio. In all dimensions an increase is seen, when the probing is done further and further in the infrared. However, again the effect is strongest for gauges biased by b. The effect is also strongest in four dimensions, and just above the level of statistical fluctuations in two dimensions. That is even more remarkable as the volumes in four dimensions are much smaller than in two dimension. Unfortunately, at these momenta an extrapolation in Gribov copies using (5) is affected by relatively large errors, see figure 11 , as the deviation are somewhat small, and thus statistical errors are more important. It is thus unclear whether the situation changes if many more Gribov copies could have been taken into account. At any rate, it is visible that the asymptotic behavior is only (almost) reached in two dimensions with the sample size of Gribov copies available.
Next, consider the infrared effective exponent. As is seen in figure 10 , the impact on the effective infrared exponent is more substantial, but less monotonous. Surprisingly, it is not the max b-gauge, which is affected most strongly, but rather the inverse Landau gauge. In this case two dimensions is especially interesting. The ghost propagator seems to diverge more and more the larger ξ. Also the effective infrared exponent, which is obtained in the same manner as for the gluon propagator, seems to differ from the minimal Landau gauge value, though the statistical errors are not small. This result is especially remarkable since the minimal Landau gauge results satisfy [4, 80, [83] [84] [85] , or at least almost satisfy [56] , the predicted relation t + 2κ + 1 = 0 [86, 87] . This relation is tested in two dimensions in figure  12 . While the results in minimal Landau gauge are close to fulfilling the sumrule [56] , the other gauges do not show any tendency to do so. However, the statistical uncertainty is too large to make a definite statement, whether they may indeed violate the sumrule. This is particularly interesting, as it is rather hard to avoid fulfilling the qualitative behavior in general and this sumrule in particular in studies using functional methods [88, 89] . It needs to be emphasized that the effective infrared exponents are determined dropping the two lowest non-zero momenta, and should thus be comparatively stable against lattice artifacts. In dimensions higher than two, there is also substantial difference in the effective infrared exponent, as is seen in figure 10 . However, the actual value in these dimensions in minimal Landau gauge is very likely zero [4, 56, Evolution with # of copies Figure 11 : Dependence of the ratio of the ghost dressing function at the second-smallest momentum in the extreme gauges to the ones in minimal Landau gauge as a function of the number of included Gribov copies for the largest physical volumes at the finest available lattice spacings, with top, middle, and bottom panels being for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. The lines are the extrapolations discussed in the text. The symbols have the same meaning as in figures 7-9.
83 -85] . Therefore, even small deviations may not imply more than small quantitative deviations. Still, any non-zero value in another gauge would here lead to a qualitative different behavior, as was speculated in [20, 40, 41] to be perhaps possible. This seems not be the case, but this is better visible when studying the running coupling. Large-volume magnification Figure 12 : The sumrule t + 2κ + 1 = 0 for the infrared exponents in two dimensions for the extreme gauges. The right-hand-side shows a magnification at large volumes.
The running coupling
The renormalization-scale invariant running coupling in the miniMOM scheme is defined as [51, 90] 
and can be related to the standard MS up to four-loop order in perturbation theory [51] . It shares all the standard features of running couplings in gauge theories, in particular, it is gauge-dependent [50] and scheme-dependent [4, 50] . It can thus be expected that it will also be sensitive to the selection of Gribov copies, which indeed it is. From the results presented in sections 4 and 5, it is also possible to infer that it will be mainly dominated, in an amplified way, by the dependence of the ghost propagator on the selection of Gribov copies, as the gluon propagator is essentially unchanged. As before, the lowest non-zero momentum point is dropped in the following, because of the finite-volume effects. The importance of investigating this running coupling is that the dimensionless combination p 4−d α was found to be (almost) compatible with a constant in the infrared in two dimensions [56, 80] , while it vanishes in the infrared in three and four dimensions [4, 5, 51, 56, [83] [84] [85] 91] . The decisive question, posed in [20, 40, 41] , is whether this behavior can be altered by modifying the way Gribov copies are accounted for. According to [4, 20, 21] , this should not be the case, as long as only Gribov copies inside the first Gribov region are sampled, and this would only change if all Gribov regions would be sampled. In fact, it has been argued that the result should be the same for any sampling of Gribov copies inside the first Gribov region [6, 47] . This is therefore a very central, qualitative question. The results are shown in figures 13-15 for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. The extrapolations, based on (5) are also shown in these figures. The development with the number of included Gribov copies at the lowest included momentum is shown in figure 16 .
In four dimensions the results show always the same qualitative behavior as in minimal Landau gauge, even after including the Gribov-copy dependency. However, the results cannot reach far enough into the infrared to see the characteristic bending-over of the coupling towards the infrared for every choice of gauge. However, as will be seen in section 7, even though finitevolume effects tend to enhance the running coupling in the infrared, the qualitative behavior does not change. Thus, the running coupling remains infrared vanishing, and the qualitative feature of the propagators remain the same in the first Gribov region. However, the rate substantially depends on the choice of gauge, and there is no sign that all gauges show a common quantitative behavior. Evolution with # of copies Figure 16 : Dependence of the ratio of the running coupling at the smallest included momentum in the extreme gauges to the ones in minimal Landau gauge as a function of the number of included Gribov copies for the largest physical volumes at the finest available lattice spacings, with top, middle, and bottom panels being for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively. The lines are the extrapolations discussed in the text. The symbols have the same meaning as in figures 13-15.
The situation in two dimensions is quite different. While a plateau develops for some momenta below roughly 400 MeV, though the value of the plateau is gauge-dependent, there seems to be some non-universal behavior in the deep infrared. However, this affects in a statistically significant way almost always only the lowest few momentum points for the more extreme Landau-b gauges to the maxb gauge. Given that this region is strongly affected by finite-volume artifacts [80] , see also section 7, this may therefore not be real. Note that in two dimensions again the limiting behavior as a function of Gribov copies is still (almost) reached, as a consequence of that it is reached for the ghost dressing function.
In three dimensions the situation is somewhat more involved. It seems that the behavior is qualitatively different for the different gauges. Especially, the running coupling seems still to rise for the maxb gauge, while it vanishes for the minb gauge. The other gauges show a behavior in between. Given that the volume is just so border-line to where the bending over in three dimensions becomes visible [56] , this may actually be a finite-volume artifact.
Neither in three nor in four dimensions is seen any tendency to a common result for all possible gauges.
All of this together strongly suggests to study the volume-dependence of the gauge dependence, most notably of the maxb gauge. This is is subject of section 7.2 below. The results are in line, as far as they can be tracked, with the interpretation above.
Thus, the cautious interpretation of the results seems to be that no qualitative change due to the way the Gribov copies are treated can be obtained. But quantitative differences seem to persist. This is in-line with the conjectures in [4, 20, 21] . Note that the investigations here are the only large-scale investigations of the Gribov-copy dependence of the running coupling. However, since the gluon propagator is only weakly affected, the behavior of the running coupling is anyway driven by the ghost propagator. And for this the results found here are in line with the older results of [4, 30, 31, 35, 37, 40, 41, 45, 52, 53] .
Lattice artifacts
As the results in [54] already suggest, the most relevant lattice artifact is the size of the physical volume. Since the strongest impact of Gribov copies has been found for the extreme Landau-b gauges and for the running coupling, the best choice to study systematic effects will be these. Thus, in the following the impact of the discretization and the physical volume for the ratio of the running coupling between the minimal Landau gauge and the extreme Landau-b gauges will be studied. As the behaviors found indicate the presence of substantial lattice artifacts, also some lattice setups were included for which it was not possible to obtain sufficient statistics to meet the demands of previous sections, but help already somewhat in the following. These lattice settings are marked in table 1 in the configurations column with an asterisk. The requirement to obtain sufficient statistics for them were however such that a full calculation was too expensive at the current time.
Discretization
Since the strongest effects are expected at low momenta, it is quite demanding to study discretization effects. As a compromise, here only a relative ratio of about 2 between the largest and smallest value of a will be covered, to still be able to include reasonably large physical volumes. This gives a range between a −1 ≈ 0.9 GeV to a −1 ≈ 2.5 GeV. As here the lattice artifacts should be studied in detail, all momenta are included. Thus, the plots reach further intro the infrared than in the previous sections.
The results are shown in figure 17 . The results follow the pattern for the Gribov copies themselves found in [54] . In two dimensions, there are no statistically significant effects. In three and four dimensions, there is some effect when moving from the coarsest discretization to finer ones, but this slows down substantially above roughly a −1 ≈ 1.5 GeV. These effects are smaller for the minb Landau gauge than for the maxb Landau gauge. Especially, only for the maxb Landau gauge an effect is seen for momenta larger than the smallest possible one on the given lattice. There may therefore be also a non-trivial interplay with finite-volume effects to be studied next. Note, however, that with finer lattices the deviations from minimal Landau gauge increase.
Since, however, the number of Gribov copies increases with higher dimensions and finer discretizations, some of the effects may be due to capturing less and less Gribov copies. To study this, the situation is shown in figure 16 for the extrapolation in Gribov copies. Note that here, and in the next section, sometimes lattice settings have been used where only a more limited number of Gribov copies have been obtained. Therefore only the Gribov copies N g − 10 to N g , rather than the higher numbers of the previous sections, have been used for the extrapolation. As is visible from (16), the overall effect increases somewhat, but it also increases the statistical uncertainty, making the effect harder to judge.
Volume
Conversely, the results of [54] strongly suggests that the physical volume is the dominating effect, especially the higher the dimension. As will be seen, the volume effects are somewhat contradictory, so an expanded investigation is necessary. Especially, given the possible non-trivial influence of discretization effects studied before. Thus, here three different comparisons are made in figures [19] [20] [21] . These show the volume-dependence for the finest available discretization for every volume, as well as twice at roughly fixed lattice spacings of a −1 ≈ 0.9 GeV and a −1 ≈ 1.5 GeV, respectively. The results of figure 19 show a strong dependence on the volume. Especially, the impact of the choice of Gribov copies seems to decrease with increasing volume. Taking into account possible discretization effects in figures 20 and 21 at fixed discretization shows, however, that this effect is for the maxb gauge essentially offset, showing a, more-or-less, stable enhancement compared to the minimal Landau gauge, when changing the volume. This is not the case for the minb gauge. Here, the lowest non-vanishing momentum point is still very strongly affected by the volume. Ignoring this lowest momentum, the suppression is strongly reduced, but at least in three and four dimensions still present. Thus, both momentum and discretization artifacts play a relevant role, and actually compete with each other. As a consequence, in the main part of the text the lowest non-vanishing momentum point is dropped for the ghost and the running coupling to account for the dominant part of the lattice artifacts. The extent of the influence for the next-to-lowest non-vanishing momentum point is much weaker. In fact, here the systematic effects become comparable to the statistical effects. Ratio for the max b Landau gauge Figure 19 : Dependence of the ratio of the running coupling in the minb gauge (left panels) and in the maxb gauge (right panels) to the minimal Landau gauge for different physical volumes at the finest available discretizations for every volume. The top, middle, and bottom panels shows results for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively.
Summary
Herein, a systematic study of the dependency of the gluon and ghost propagators on a number of ways to sample the first Gribov region has been presented, for a range of lattice parameters, and for two, three, and four dimensions. All results found are in agreement with the conjectures summarized and reviewed in [4] : While there is a quantitative dependency on Ratio for the max b Landau gauge Figure 20 : Dependence of the ratio of the running coupling in the minb gauge (left panels) and in the maxb gauge (right panels) to the minimal Landau gauge for different physical volumes at a discretization of about a −1 ≈ 0.9 GeV. The top, middle, and bottom panels shows results for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively.
the way how to sample Gribov copies, there is no qualitative dependency. However, this is a numerical lattice investigation, and therefore this can only apply to the extent of the lattice parameters sampled. In fact, the detailed investigations in section 7 demonstrate that especially very low momenta are more strongly influenced by both volume and discretization than in the usual minimal Landau gauge. But, as shown in the other parts of the text, also a sufficient sampling of Gribov copies is an important additional systematic Figure 21 : Dependence of the ratio of the running coupling in the minb gauge (left panels) and in the maxb gauge (right panels) to the minimal Landau gauge for different physical volumes at a discretization of about a −1 ≈ 1.5 GeV. The top, middle, and bottom panels shows results for two, three, and four dimensions, respectively.
effect.
Extrapolating from here naturally depends on any bias in the extrapolation procedure. Still, given that the physical volumes are somewhat moderately large enough to see the onset of the large-volume behavior [4, 5, 51, 56, [83] [84] [85] 91 ], it appears not completely unlikely that this already gives a reasonable idea of the infinite-volume and continuum behavior. Then, it appears quite possible that the effects remain even when going to the infinite-volume and continuum limit.
It addition, it was shown that many of the more commonly used gauges on the lattice can actually be rewritten in terms of samplings of the path integral (3) . While this is not yet providing a continuum description of the same gauges, it is certainly a step in this direction. This is especially important when comparing lattice and continuum results, especially from functional methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Though some conjectures on the implementation of these prescriptions exist, which also give good agreement between functional and lattice results [4, 20, 40, 45, 92] , this is by far not a sufficient justification. Thus, formal questions remain.
Given that functional calculations 6 have reached a substantial sophistication [1-5, 7, 8, 88, 89, 92, 94-102] , and are also much better suited to probe extreme long-range physics while at the same time covering large hierarchies [79] as well as real-time physics [103, 104] , it is high time to solve this problem. At the current time, strictly speaking, all such comparisons, no matter how well the results agree, are still unjustified in the sense that it is not clear whether the quantities compared are indeed comparable, i. e. they are in the same gauge. Of course, it may be that they are already [4, 20] , but we do not yet know for sure. But, eventually, only agreement between multiple (not exact) methods will allow us to conclude that we understand the long-distance features of non-Abelian gauge theories.
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A Technical setup
The simulations have been performed for the SU(2) Wilson action of d = 2, 3, 4-dimensional Yang-Mills theories on a lattice of size N d with bare gauge coupling β, using a mixture of overrelaxation and heat-bath sweeps [55] . The lattice spacing is set by assigning the string tension a value of (440 MeV) 2 , as described in [56] . The employed sets of lattice parameters and number of configurations are listed in table 1. Table 1 : Number and parameters of the configurations used, ordered by dimension, lattice spacing, and physical volume. p min is the smallest momentum on the given lattice, and thus the one at which the ghost propagator has been evaluated to determine b. In all cases 2 (10N + 100(d − 1) ) thermalization sweeps and 2(N + 10(d − 1)) decorrelation sweeps of mixed updates [55] have been performed, and auto-correlation times of the plaquette have been monitored to be at or below one sweep. The number of configurations were selected such as to have a reasonable small statistical error for the ghost propagator at the momenta used for extracting the effective infrared exponent. The number N r was chosen such that, given the results from lattices with smaller physical volumes and/or coarser discretizations, the total fraction of identified genuine Gribov copies should be substantial. The number of configurations had to be also chosen large enough such that socalled exceptional gauge orbits with particular extreme Gribov copies [54, 55, 71] , i. e. with very large coordinates, were (marginally) sufficiently sampled as well. In total O(10 5 ) configurations have been obtained and O(10 7 ) gauge-fixings have been performed. Entries, where the number of configurations carry an asterisk were statistically not sufficiently well behaved to include them in the main text, but which were nonetheless included in section 7 to probe lattice artifacts over a wider range. 
